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The axial-vector meson K1�1270� was studied within the chiral unitary approach, where it was shown
that it has a two-pole structure. We reanalyze the high-statistics WA3 experiment K�p! K�����p at
63 GeV, which established the existence of both K1�1270� and K1�1400�, and we show that it clearly
favors our two-pole interpretation. We also reanalyze the traditional K-matrix interpretation of the WA3
data and find that the good fit of the data obtained there comes from large cancellations of terms of unclear
physical interpretation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two nonets of spin-parity 1� mesons are expected on
the basis of L � 1 excitation of q �q system. According to
the Particle Data Group (PDG) [1], they are b1�1235�,
h1�1170�, h1�1380�, a1�1260�, f1�1285�, f1�1420�,
K1�1270�, and K1�1400�. Because of SU(3) breaking, as
the mass of the s quark is larger than those of the u and d
quarks, the K1�1270� and K1�1400� are assumed to be a
mixture of the SU(3) eigenstates K1B with C � �1 and
K1A with C � �1. Thus, they provide a possibility to
understand the SU(3) symmetry breaking in the nonpertur-
bative regime. Particularly important in this respect is the
mixing angle �K between the two SU(3) eigenstates. In the
literature, different approaches have been adopted to de-
termine its value using various experimental inputs, but a
consensus has not yet been reached. Recent BES data even
call for two different values to explain the data, �K < 29�

for  �2S� decay and �K > 48� for J= decay [2]. This
issue might become even more complicated as shown in a
recent theoretical study that there might be two poles for
K1�1270� [3]—a scenario similar to that of ��1405� [4]. In
the present work, we aim to explore the possible experi-
mental consequence of such a two-pole structure.

The Q mesons, i.e. K1�1270� and K1�1400� as known
today, have been observed in �pp annihilation at rest [5,6],
the coherent reaction K�d! K�����d [7], the baryon
exchange reaction K�p! ���K���� [8], the hyper-
charge exchange reaction ��p! �K���� [9], the dif-
fractive productions K�p! K�����p [10,11], and
more lately, in the decay of  �2S� into K1�1270� and
K1�1400� by BES Collaboration [2], the exclusive decay
process B! J= K1�1270� by Belle Collaboration [12],

the mass spectrum and resonant structure in �� !
K������� decays by CLEO Collaboration [13], and in
the decay of J= ! K��890�K� [14,15]. The experimen-
tal evidence can be summarized as follows. In diffractive
processes one often observes both K1�1270� and K1�1400�
[10,11,16]. However, in nondiffractive processes (such as
hypercharge exchange process [9] and baryon exchange
process [8]) one often observes only one resonance mostly
in the �K channel [8,9]. It is interesting to stress that a two-
peak structure has been observed in theK�� invariant mass
spectrum [10,11,16]. In Ref. [11], the two peaks appear at
	1240 MeV and	1400 MeV. While in Ref. [10], the two
peaks appear at 	1200 MeV and 	1400 MeV. The two
peaks of G. Otter et al. [16], on the other hand, appear at
	1:27 GeV and 	1:37 GeV. While such a structure is
hardly seen in the K�p reaction at 4:2 GeV=c [17].
Thus, the two-peak structure is clearly related to the reac-
tion energy. It seems to be more prominent in high energy
K�p reactions than in low-energy reactions.

It should be stressed that the most conclusive and high-
statistics data of K1�1270� come from the WA3 experiment
at CERN that accumulated data on the reaction K�p!
K�����p at 63 GeV. These data were analyzed by the
ACCMOR Collaboration [11]. As will be shown in this
paper, the two-peak structure, with a peak at lower energy
depending drastically on the reaction channel investigated,
can be explained easily in our model with two poles for
K1�1270� plus the K1�1400�. With only one pole, as has
been noted long ago [11,18], there is always a discrepancy
for the peak positions observed in the K�� and �K invari-
ant mass distributions. In the present work, we mainly
concentrate our study on the WA3 data [11]. Other data
have been carefully studied, but since they either have too
few events or too much background, no direct contrast of
our analysis with these data will be presented.

Today it is generally accepted that QCD is the under-
lying theory of strong interactions. Because of the asymp-
totic freedom, however, its application at low energies
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around 1 GeV is highly problematic. Therefore, various
effective theories have been employed. Chiral symmetry,
related with small u, d, s masses, provides a general
principle for constructing effective field theory to study
low-energy phenomena. In this respect, Chiral perturbation
theory has been rather successful in studies of low-energy
hadron phenomena [19–24]. However, pure perturbation
theory cannot describe the low-lying resonances. The
breakthrough came with the application of unitary tech-
niques in the conventional chiral perturbation theory, en-
abling one to study higher-energy regions hitherto
unaccessible, while employing chiral Lagrangians. The
unitary extension of chiral perturbation theory, U�PT,
has been successfully applied to study meson-baryon and
meson-meson interactions. More recently, it has been used
to study the lowest axial-vector mesons b1�1235�,
h1�1170�, h1�1380�, a1�1260�, f1�1285�, K1�1270�, and
K1�1400� [3,25]. Both works generate most of the low-
lying axial-vector mesons dynamically but differ in one
thing: In Ref. [25], the authors claimed to have found both
K1�1270� and K1�1400�, while in Ref. [3], no signal was
found for K1�1400�. In addition, in Ref. [3] the two poles
appearing on the second Riemann sheet were both attrib-
uted to K1�1270� due to the considerations of pole posi-
tions and main decay channels. One should be aware that
only for low energies U�PT can be considered model
independent (either for meson-meson, meson-baryon, or
baryon-baryon scattering), and it incorporates the basic
symmetries and dynamical features of QCD, among them
chiral symmetry with its symmetry breaking patterns. At
higher energies, the perturbative method of �PT is no
longer applicable and what U�PT does is to provide an
extrapolation of �PT at higher energies by imposing two
restrictions: matching �PT at low energies and implement-
ing unitarity in coupled channels in an exact way. These
two restrictions give little freedom to the amplitudes, basi-
cally a few subtraction constants in the dispersion relations
which are fitted to experiment.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
describe the unitary chiral approach. We also explain how
we treat the finite widths of vector mesons. An empirical
study is performed in Sec. III on the WA3 data. It is
demonstrated that the WA3 data can be well explained by
our two-pole structure forK1�1270�. In Sec. IV, we analyze
the K-matrix approach which has long been used to study
the diffractive production of Q mesons. We point out that
although this approach can reproduce the data very well,
the results seem to be unstable and not very meaningful
physically. In Sec. V, we demonstrate that the most impor-
tant channels to describe the WA3 data are theK�� and �K
channels. A brief summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. CHIRAL UNITARY APPROACH

The detailed formalism has been given in Ref. [3]. In the
following, we only provide a brief introduction for the sake

of completeness. In the literature, several unitarization
procedures have been used to obtain a scattering matrix
fulfilling exact unitarity in coupled channels, such as the
Inverse Amplitude Method [26–28] or the N=D method
[29]. In this latter work the equivalence with the Bethe-
Salpeter equation used in [30] was established.

In the present work we make use of the Bethe-Salpeter
approach, which leads to the following unitarized ampli-
tude:

 T � 
1� VĜ��1��V� ~� � ~�0; (1)

where Ĝ � �1� 1
3
q2
l

M2
l
�G is a diagonal matrix with the lth

element, Gl, being the two meson loop function containing
a vector and a pseudoscalar meson:

 Gl�
���
s
p
� � i

Z d4q

�2��4
1

�P� q�2 �M2
l � i�

1

q2 �m2
l � i�

;

(2)

with P the total incident momentum, which in the center of
mass frame is �

���
s
p
; 0; 0; 0�. In the dimensional regulariza-

tion scheme the loop function of Eq. (2) gives
 

Gl�
���
s
p
� �

1

16�2

�
a��� � ln

M2
l

�2 �
m2
l �M

2
l � s

2s
ln
m2
l
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l

�
ql���
s
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ln�s� �M2
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2
l � � 2ql

���
s
p
�

� ln�s� �M2
l �m

2
l � � 2ql

���
s
p
�

� ln��s� �M2
l �m

2
l � � 2ql

���
s
p
�

� ln��s� �M2
l �m

2
l � � 2ql

���
s
p
��

�
; (3)

where � is the scale of dimensional regularization.
Changes in the scale are reabsorbed in the subtraction
constant a���, so that the results remain scale independent.
In Eq. (3), ql denotes the three-momentum of the vector or
pseudoscalar meson in the center of mass frame.

The tree level amplitudes are calculated using the fol-
lowing interaction Lagrangian [31]:

 L I � �
1
4 Trf�r�V� �r�V���r

�V� �r�V��g; (4)

where Tr means SU(3) trace and r� is the covariant
derivative defined as

 r�V� � @�V� � 
��; V��; (5)

where 
; � stands for commutator and �� is the vector
current

 �� �
1
2�u
y@�u� u@�uy� (6)

with

 u2 � U � ei�
��
2
p
P=f�: (7)

In the above equations f is the pion decay constant in the
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chiral limit and P and V are the SU(3) matrices containing
the octet of pseudoscalar and the nonet of vector mesons,
respectively:

 P 

1��
2
p �0 � 1��

6
p 	8 �� K�

�� � 1��
2
p �0 � 1��

6
p 	8 K0

K� �K0 � 2��
6
p 	8

0
BB@

1
CCA; (8)

 V� 

1��
2
p �0 � 1��

2
p ! �� K��

�� � 1��
2
p �0 � 1��

2
p ! K�0

K�� �K�0 


0B@
1CA
�

: (9)

The two-vector–two-pseudoscalar amplitudes can be
obtained by expanding the Lagrangian of Eq. (4) up to
two-pseudoscalar meson fields:

 L VVPP � �
1

4f2 Tr�
V�; @�V��
P; @�P��; (10)

which would account for the Weinberg-Tomozawa inter-
action for the VP! VP process [25,31]. As in Ref. [3] in
the pseudoscalar octet we assume 	8  	. In the vector
meson multiplet, ideal !1 �!8 mixing is assumed:

 
 � !1=
���
3
p
�!8

��������
2=3

p
; ! � !1

��������
2=3

p
�!8=

���
3
p
:

(11)

Throughout the work, the following phase convention is
used: j��i � �j1� 1i, j��i � �j1� 1i, jK�i �
�j1=2� 1=2i, and jK��i � �j1=2� 1=2i with the nota-
tion jII3i to denote isospin states.

From the Lagrangian of Eq. (10) one obtains the s-wave
amplitude:
 

Vij�s� � �
� � �0

8f2 Cij

�
3s� �M2 �m2 �M02 �m02�

�
1

s
�M2 �m2��M02 �m02�

�
; (12)

where ���0� stands for the polarization four-vector of the
incoming (outgoing) vector meson. The masses M�M0�,
m�m0� correspond to the initial (final) vector mesons and
initial (final) pseudoscalar mesons, respectively, and we
use an averaged value for each isospin multiplet. The
indices i and j represent the initial and final VP states,
respectively. The Cij coefficients for the �S; I� � �1; 1=2�
VP channel are tabulated in Table I.

In Ref. [3], the finite widths of vector mesons are not
taken into account in the dimensional regularization
scheme. They are only considered in the cutoff scheme.
In the present work, we take into account the finite widths
of vector mesons in the dimensional regularization scheme.
The precise analytical structure of the scheme allows us to
calculate the pole positions on the second Riemann sheet.
As we will show below, the main effect of the widths of
vector mesons is to modify the widths of the two poles of
K1�1270�. Since the tree level amplitudes V do not con-

tribute to the resonances, the widths of the vector mesons
contribute through the momentum q and loop function G.
The appropriate way to implement this, respecting the
unitarity implicit in the Bethe-Salpeter equation, is to
substitute in Eq. (2) the propagator of the unstable particle
by its exact propagator, incorporating a self-energy that
accounts for all the decay channels through its imaginary
part. This is most efficiently done by means of the
Lehmann representation which writes the propagator in
terms of its imaginary part

 D�s� �
Z 1
sth

dsV

�
�

1

�

�
ImD�sV�
s� sV � i�

(13)

with s � q02 � ~q2 and sth the threshold for decay channels,
and then we take the spectral function for the propagator
ImD�sV� as

 ImD�sV� � Im
�

1

sV �M
2
V � iMV�V

�
; (14)

where we indulge in the approximation of taking �V as
constant instead of the explicit function of sV , which would
require detailed study of all the decay channels. This
further sophisticated step is unnecessary here, inducing
changes far smaller than the uncertainties of the approach
from other sources discussed in Ref. [3]. By using Eq. (13)
the loop function of Eq. (2) now reads

 Gl�
���
s
p
;Ml; ml� �

1

C

Z �MV�2�V �
2

�MV�2�V �
2
dsV �G�

���
s
p
;
�����
sV
p

; ml�

�

�
�

1

�

�
Im
�

1

sV �M
2
V � iMV�V

�
(15)

with

 C �
Z �MV�2�V �

2

�MV�2�V �
2
dsV �

�
�

1

�

�
Im
�

1

sV �M2
V � iMV�V

�
;

(16)

where a reasonable cut, MV � 2�V , is done in the sV
integration and the constant C is introduced to restore the
small loss of renormalization of the Breit-Wigner distribu-
tion with this cut. A similar prescription has been applied

TABLE I. Cij coefficients in isospin basis for the S � 1, I � 1
2

channel.


K !K �K K�	 K��


K 0 0 0 �
��
3
2

q
�

��
3
2

q
!K 0 0 0

��
3
p

2

��
3
p

2

�K 0 0 �2 � 3
2

1
2

K�	 �
��
3
2

q ��
3
p

2 � 3
2 0 0

K�� �
��
3
2

q ��
3
p

2
1
2 0 �2
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to account for the dispersion of the momentum q in some
coming formulas.

In the chiral unitary model that we employed, the free
parameters are the decay constant f and the subtraction
constant a���, which are highly correlated. We have
checked that the two-pole structure remains very robust
with respect to a reasonable readjustment of these parame-
ters. On the other hand, the parameter values used in
Ref. [3] produce too low pole positions for K1�1270� (see
Table II). Therefore, we have readjusted these parameters
to move the higher pole position closer to the nominal
position of K1�1270�. This can be most conveniently
achieved by increasing f.

Figures 1 and 2 show the modulus square of the S � 1,
I � 1

2 amplitudes and those multiplied by the correspond-
ing loop functions obtained with f � 115 MeV, a��� �

�1:85, and � � 900 MeV. The pole positions and corre-
sponding widths obtained with this set of parameters are
tabulated in Table III.

From Figs. 1 and 2, the two poles are clearly seen: the
higher pole manifests itself as one relatively narrower
resonance around 1.28 GeVand the lower pole as a broader
resonance at 	1:20 GeV. Furthermore, these two poles
couple to different channels quite differently. The higher
pole is seen mostly in the �K ! �K channel while the
lower pole is mostly seen in the K��! K�� channel. If
different reaction mechanisms favor one or the other chan-
nel, they will see different shapes for the resonance. More
importantly, it is to be noted that not only the two poles
couple to different channels with different strengths, but
also they manifest themselves in different final states. In
other words, in the �K final states, one favors a narrower

TABLE II. The pole positions and widths of K1�1270� obtained with the original parameters of
Ref. [3]. The constant f is the pion decay constant in the chiral limit, a��� is the subtraction
constant and � is the renormalization scale. ‘‘Zero width’’ denotes the results obtained with
sharp vector meson masses while ‘‘finite width’’ denotes the results obtained by taking into
account the finite widths of vector mesons. All energy units are in MeV.

Zero width Finite width
f a��� � 1st pole position 2nd pole position 1st pole position 2nd pole position

92 �1:85 900 (1111� i65) (1216� i4) (1111� i64) (1210� i26)

 

FIG. 1. The modulus square of the coupled channel amplitudes in the S � 1 and I � 1
2 channel.

 

FIG. 2. The modulus square of the coupled channel amplitudes multiplied by the corresponding loop functions in the S � 1 and
I � 1

2 channel.
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resonance around 1.28 GeV, while in the K�� final states,
one would favor a broader resonance at a smaller invariant
mass.

As pointed out in Ref. [3], close to a pole, the T matrix
amplitude on the second Riemann sheet can be expressed,
removing the trivial � � �0 which is also absent in the other
amplitudes, as

 Tij �
gigj
s� sp

; (17)

where s is the energy squared in the center of mass frame
and �����spp the pole position. The numbers gi�gj� can be
understood as the effective couplings of the dynamically
generated resonance to channel i�j�. They can be calcu-
lated from the residues of the amplitudes at the complex
pole positions. The effective couplings for 
K, !K, �K,
K�	, and K�� are tabulated in Table IV for both the lower
pole and the higher pole, respectively.

It is seen easily that the lower pole couples more dom-
inantly to the K�� channel while the higher pole couples
more strongly to the �K channel. We note that these
couplings do not differ qualitatively from those listed in
Table IX of Ref. [3], although here we have readjusted f
from 92 MeV to 115 MeV and have taken into account the
finite widths of vector mesons in the dimensional regulari-
zation scheme while they were accounted for in the cutoff
method in Ref. [3].

III. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF THE WA3 DATA

As we mentioned in the introduction, the WA3 experi-
ment K�p! K�����p at 63 GeV is one of the most
conclusive and high-statistics experiments on K1�1270�. In
this section, we analyze the WA3 data by constructing
production amplitudes from the t matrix amplitudes ob-
tained in the above section. The reaction K�p!

K�����p can be analyzed by the isobar model as
K�p! � �K�0�� or �0K��p! K�����p. Therefore,
we can construct the following amplitudes to simulate
this process. Assuming I � 1

2 dominance for �K�0�� and
�0K� as suggested by the experiment we have

 TK��  T �K�0��

�

���
2

3

s
a�

���
2

3

s
aGK��tK��!K�� �

���
2

3

s
bG�Kt�K!K��;

T�K  T�0K�

� �

���
1

3

s
b�

���
1

3

s
aGK��tK��!�K �

���
1

3

s
bG�Kt�K!�K;

(18)

where tij are the coupled channel amplitudes obtained in

Sec. II and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
��
2
3

q
��

��
1
3

q
� ac-

counts for projecting the I � 1
2 K�� (�K) state into

�K�0����0K��. The coefficients a and b are complex
couplings. In the most general case, a and b might also
depend on energy. It should be noted that in our chiral
unitary model there are five channels, while in constructing
the above amplitudes, we have only considered two chan-
nelsK�� and �K due to the following consideration. These
two channels are relatively more important than the other
three as can be seen clearly from Fig. 2. In the �K channel,
jGK�	tK�	!�Kj

2 is of similar magnitude as that of
jGK��tK��!�Kj2, but both are much smaller than
jG�Kt�K!�Kj

2. Therefore, we expect in the �K channel,
one will almost always observe a narrow resonance at
	1280 MeV. A similar argument can be made about the
K�� channel. This consideration allows us to reduce the
number of free parameters, which would otherwise in-
crease linearly with the number of channels included.

To contrast our model with data, it is necessary for us to
take into account the existence of K1�1400�, which is not
dynamically generated in our approach. Therefore, we add
to the amplitudes in Eq. (18) an explicit contribution of
K1�1400�

 TK�� ! TK�� �
gK��

s�M2 � iM��s�
;

T�K ! T�K �
g�K

s�M2 � iM��s�
;

(19)

where gK�� and g�K are complex couplings, and M and
��s� are the mass and width of K1�1400� with the s-wave
width given by

TABLE III. The same as Table II, but with readjusted parameters.

Zero width Finite width
f a��� � 1st pole position 2nd pole position 1st pole position 2nd pole position

115 �1:85 900 (1199� i126) (1271� i1) (1195� i123) (1284� i73)

TABLE IV. Effective couplings of the two poles of K1�1270�
to the five channels: 
K, !K, �K, K�	, and K��. All the units
are in MeV.�����spp 1195� i123 1284� i73

gi jgij gi jgij


K 2096� i1208 2420 1166� i774 1399
!K �2046� i821 2205 �1051� i620 1220
�K �1671� i1599 2313 4804� i395 4821
K�	 72� i197 210 3486� i536 3526
K�� 4747� i2874 5550 769� i1171 1401
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 ��s� � �0
q�s�
qon

��
���
s
p
�MK� �M��: (20)

q�s� and qon are calculated by

 q�s� �
�1=2�s;M2

�;M
2
K� �

2
���
s
p and

qon �
�1=2�M2;M2

�;M2
K� �

2M
:

(21)

In our model, Eq. (19), we have the following adjustable
parameters: a, b, gK��, g�K, M, and �0. In principle, f and
a��� also can be taken as free parameters. In order to limit
the number of free parameters, we have adopted the fol-
lowing procedure:

(1) Starting from the values used in Ref. [3], we readjust
f slightly so that the higher pole position is close to

the experimental K1�1270�. This gives f a value of
	115 MeV.

(2) Since we have a global arbitrary phase, we take a
real while b is kept complex.

(3) M and �0 are fixed at their experimental values, i.e.
M � 1402 MeV and � � 174 MeV. We note that a
reasonable readjustment of these two values only
gives a slightly better fit. Since this does not quali-
tatively improve our interpretation of the data, we
are satisfied with fixedM and � (at the PDG values).

(4) We minimize the difference between the WA3 data
and our calculated amplitudes to fix the other seven
parameters.

The results are shown in Fig. 3 in comparison with the
WA3 data [11]. According to Ref. [32], for an s-wave
resonance, the theoretical differential cross section can
be calculated by

 

FIG. 3. K�� and �K invariant mass distributions. The data are from the WA3 reaction K�p! K�����p at 63 GeV [11]. Data in
the upper panels are for 0 � jt0j � 0:05 GeV2 and those in the middle and bottom panels for 0:05 � jt0j � 0:7 GeV2, where t0 is the
four momentum transfer squared to the recoiling proton. The data are further grouped by JPLM	 followed by the isobar and odd
particle. J is the total angular momentum, P the parity, L the orbital angular momentum of the odd particle. M	 denotes the magnetic
substate of the K�� system and the naturality of the exchange.
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d�
dM
� cjTj2q; (22)

whereM is the invariant mass of the K�� or �K systems, c
is a normalization constant, T is the amplitude specified
above for the K�� or �K channels, and q is the center of
mass three-momentum of K�� or �K. We have taken c to
be 1, or in other words, it has been absorbed into the
coupling constants a, b, gK��, and g�K, which are tabulated
in Table V. From Fig. 3, it is clearly seen that our model can
fit the data around the peaks very well. In Fig. 3, the dashed
and dotted lines are the separate contributions of K1�1270�
and K1�1400�. One easily can see that K1�1400� decays
dominantly to K��, which is consistent with our present
understanding of this resonance [1].

It should be mentioned that in our model the lower peak
observed in the invariant mass distribution of the K��
channel is due to the contribution of the two poles of
K1�1270�. This is very different from the traditional inter-
pretation. For example, the lower peak observed in the
K�� invariant mass distributions of K�p! K�����p
at 13 GeV was interpreted as a pure Gaussian background
by Carnegie et al. [33], which has a shape similar to the
contribution of the K1�1270� as shown in Fig. 3. On the
other hand, the K-matrix approach was adopted to analyze
the SLAC [10] and the WA3 data [11]. In this latter
approach, the lower peak mostly comes from the so-called
Deck background, which after unitarization also has a
shape of resonance. As we mentioned in the introduction,
even in the original WA3 paper [11], it was noted that their
model failed to describe the 1�S1��K��� data, in the
notation JPLM	 with 	 the naturality of the exchange
[11]. The predicted peak is 20 MeV higher than the data.
If the fit were done only to the K�� data, the agreement
was much better but then the predicted K1�1270� would be
lower by 35 MeV than that obtained when other channels
were also considered in the fit. We will discuss more about
the K-matrix approach in the following section.

It is worth stressing that the K1�1270� peak seen in the
upper-left panel of Fig. 3 is significantly broader than that
in the upper-right panel. Furthermore the peak positions
are also different in the two cases (1240 MeV and
1280 MeV, respectively). Both features have a straightfor-
ward interpretation in our theoretical description since the
first one is dominated by the low-energy (broader)
K1�1270� state, while the second one is dominated by the
higher-energy (narrower) K1�1270� state.

In order to see more clearly the contribution of the two
K1�1270� poles to the different reactions (K�� and �K),
we show in Fig. 4 the modulus squared of the amplitudes of
Eq. (18) in the unphysical Riemann sheet of the complex���
s
p

variable. The plots have been done with the result of the
fit for the 0 � jt0j � 0:05 GeV2 data. (The other sets of
data give analogous results). The relevant thing for the
evaluation of the cross sections of the different reactions
is the value of the amplitude in the real axis. We can see
very clearly the two different K1�1270� poles and how their
different strength and position in the complex plane affects
the value in the real axis. For the K�� channel we see that
the shape in the real axis is essentially determined by the
lower mass pole, the higher one having a negligible effect
despite being closer to the real axis. For the �K case, the
shape in the real axis is mainly determined by the higher
mass pole. The lower mass pole has a minor influence. In
the �K case both poles have relevant strength but the fact
that the lower mass pole is far away from the real axis
makes its effect on it less relevant. It is also worth stressing
that the shape of the amplitude in the real axis differs from
a Breit-Wigner-like shape.

In a less microscopic approach than the one we do, the
K1�1270� could also be parameterized as two explicit
Breit-Wigner contributions in order to mimic the two poles
building up the K1�1270�, similarly as done in Eq. (19) for
the K1�1400� with only one Breit-Wigner. However, this
procedure requires the knowledge of the couplings to the
main channels (K�� and �K), the masses and the widths of
the two poles. In this way, one would require four complex
parameters for the couplings and four real ones for the
masses and widths, instead of just the two complex pa-
rameters actually used in Eq. (18) for the K1�1270�.
Therefore, by removing one global phase, we would be
left with 13 free parameters, instead of just the three ones
in Eq. (18). This large reduction in the number of free
parameters is a remarkable advantage of employing U�PT
in order to describe the two poles that build up the
K1�1270�. Indeed, as discussed, the data are already well
reproduced within our scheme, which explicitly generates
the two poles associated with the K1�1270� [3], and adding
10 more free parameters would certainly obscure any
possible conclusion. Apart from that, the amplitudes in
Eq. (18) also contain nonresonant contributions, beyond
what would be obtained by simply taking two Breit-
Wigner poles so as to give the amplitudes. In addition,

TABLE V. Parameter values obtained from fitting the WA3 data [11]. Data set 1, 2, 3
correspond to the low jt0j 1�S0� data, the high jt0j 1�S0� data, and the high jt0j 1�S1�

data. The fits are performed by assigning an equal error of 100 (events) to each data point.

Data set a b gK�� (MeV2) g�K (MeV2)

1 1.65 ��1:60; 0:27� ��221 029;�341 404� ��82 631;�76 119�
2 �1:41 �0:31;�2:06� �536 803; 64 738� ��13 388;�219 728�
3 0.45 ��1:32;�0:24� �109 352;�114 341� ��179 938;�46 491�
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the reproduction of the WA3 data poses an intriguing test to
the amplitudes of Ref. [3], which is one of our main aims as
well.

IV. K-MATRIX APPROACH

Since the PDG data are largely based on the WA3 data
[11], it seems worthwhile to look more closely at the model
employed by C. Daum et al. to derive K1�1270� and
K1�1400� properties [11]. A detailed description of the
model can be found in Refs. [11,18,34–36]. Here, we
only briefly summarize the relevant formulas. The produc-
tion amplitudes are given by

 F � �1� iK���1P; (23)

where K is a n� n matrix with n the number of channels
taken into account. In Eq. (23), � is a diagonal matrix
consisting of phase space and its elements are

 ��s�ij �
pi

8�
���
s
p ij: (24)

The K matrix element is of the following form:

 Kij �
faifaj
Ma �M

�
fbifbj
Mb �M

; (25)

where the decay couplings fai and fbi are assumed to be
real numbers. The production vector P consists of the Deck
amplitudes D and the direct production terms R

 P � �1� �K�D� R: (26)

The Deck amplitudes D are parameterized by

 Di � Di0ei
i=�M2
K�� �M

2
K�; (27)

and R by

 Ri �
fpafai
Ma �M

�
fpbfbi
Mb �M

; (28)

where the production couplings fpa and fpb are complex
numbers [11,34]. Furthermore, one can assume fpa to be
real. For the constant �, a value of 0.4 was used in
Ref. [11]. The authors commented that the final results
do not depend sensitively on this value. As we will see
below, this might not be the case.

Five channels have been included in the ACCMOR
analysis [11]. For the sake of simplicity, as in other similar
theoretical analyses [18,33], we have used only two chan-

nels, i.e. K�� and �K, which are the most relevant in the
analysis of Ref. [11]. In this case, there are 13 free pa-
rameters: 4 for decay couplings, 3 for production cou-
plings, 4 for Deck backgrounds, and 2 for K-matrix poles
Ma and Mb. When this model is used to study the high jt0j
WA3 data, the following assumption is used, i.e. the decay
couplings are the same for 1�S0� and 1�S1� data, but the
production couplings and Deck backgrounds can be differ-
ent. Therefore, for high jt0j data, there are 20 free
parameters.

In our fit of the WA3 data, we fix Ma at 1400 MeV and
Mb at 1170 MeV following the ACCMOR analysis [11].
Thus, for low jt0j data, we have 11 free parameters and for
high jt0j data, we have 18 parameters. The obtained results
are contrasted with the WA3 data in Fig. 5. It is seen that
the agreement is remarkably good. However, one should
keep in mind the following: (i) Compared to our model,
one has more freedoms in the K-matrix approach.
(ii) Although the fit using the K-matrix approach is quan-
titatively better than our method, the fits are qualitatively
very similar.

Now, we would like to study the contributions of the
components of the production amplitudes F of Eq. (23). In
particular, we want to understand the contribution of Deck
backgrounds. In Fig. 6, we plot the following quantities
jTij2q with Ti being one of the following:

 T1 � �1� iK��
�1��1� �K�D� R� the full amplitude

T2 � �1� iK���1D the unitarized Deck background

T3 � �1� iK��
�1�1� �K�D the full background

T4 � �1� iK��
�1R the direct production amplitude

T5 � D the pure Deck background

From Fig. 6, it is seen that only T3 and T4 have relevant
contributions to the total amplitude. These are the full
background and the direct production terms. Surprisingly,
the total amplitude seems to originate from the cancellation
of two extremely large components: the background and
the direct production. In the K�� low jt0j data, both the
background and the direct production amplitudes show no
sign of a peak at the experimental lower peak position.
Therefore, the lower peak shown in the total amplitude is
completely due to the delicate interference between these
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two large components. Such large destructive interferences
seem to be rather artificial, particularly when compared to
our fits, where each peak corresponds to a resonance
structure. In this sense, our interpretation of the K1�1270�
as two poles seems to be favored, a priori, over the just
discussed K-matrix approach, although more data should
be compared to reach a definitive, physically sound state-
ment on this.

In the above fit, we have fixed � at 0.4, the value used by
the ACCMOR Collaboration [11]. In Ref. [11], it was
mentioned that the fitted results do not depend sensitively
on the value of �. We, therefore, have refitted the data by
taking � as 0.2 and 0.0. It was found that with smaller �,
the results obtained are still far away from a straightfor-
ward interpretation but less extreme than the case with� �
0:4. But even if we take � to be zero, the whole amplitude
seems to be a result of a delicate interference between the
background and the direct production amplitude. Thus, this
seems to indicate that the predictions of the K-matrix
approach are not very stable. Furthermore, the results
with this approach do not stand a clean physical interpre-

tation. We have also refitted the data by setting Mb at
1230 MeV and 1270 MeV. The results are in general
similar to those with Mb � 1170 MeV. The only differ-
ence is that for the Mb � 1270 MeV case, the peak of the
high jt0j K�� results appear 20 MeV higher than the data,
thus Mb � 1270 MeV seems to be excluded.

V. CONTRIBUTION OF OTHER CHANNELS

In our empirical model we constructed above to analyze
the WA3 data, we have only included two channels, i.e.
K�� and �K. They are the most important channels as can
be seen from Figs. 1 and 2. On the other hand, since in our
chiral unitary approach, we have three extra channels: 
K,
!K, and K�	, it would be interesting to show explicitly
that their inclusion does not significantly modify our analy-
sis and conclusion. Of course, to include more channels
implies, in principle, more free parameters. To overcome
this drawback, we turn to SU(3) relations. Supposing that
K1�1270� has octet quantum numbers of flavor, its cou-
plings to different channels can be obtained through the

 

FIG. 5. The WA3 data in contrast with the K-matrix approach fit with Ma � 1400 MeV, Mb � 1170 MeV, and � � 0:4.
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following interaction Lagrangian:

 L � Dhf
;VgSi � Fh

;V�Ti; (29)

where 
 is the pseudoscalar nonet, V the vector octet, and
T and S are the octets with positive and negative charge
conjugation, respectively. Then the couplings to different
channels can be obtained as

 gK�� � hRj~tjK
��i �

���
3

2

s
�D� F�;

g�K � hRj~tj�Ki � �

���
3

2

s
�D� F�;

gK�	 � hRj~tjK
�	i �

1���
6
p �D� 3F�;

g!K � hRj~tj!Ki � �
1���
2
p �D� F�;

g
K � hRj~tj
Ki � ��D� F�:

(30)

We remark that the Lagrangian Eq. (29) follows from
just flavour SU(3) symmetry, without invoking any chiral

symmetry. Indeed, the relations in Eq. (30) can also be
obtained by simply applying the Wigner-Eckert theorem
for SU(3) [37]. Of course, one should expect flavor SU(3)
violations in the couplings, but since they are expected to
be moderate, and the addition of the extra channels just
gives rise to small corrections, these violations would have
a very small effect in our fits.

Our total production amplitudes for K�� and �K are
then
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�

���
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3

s
gK��GK��tK��!K���

��
2
3

q
g0K��

s�M2� iM��s�
; (31)

 

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 5, but with the contribution of the components of the production amplitude F plotted.
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T�K  T�0K� � �

���
1

3

s
g�K �

���
1

3

s
g
KG
Kt
K!�K

�

���
1

3

s
g!KG!Kt!K!�K �

���
1

3

s
g�KG�Kt�K!�K

�

���
1

3

s
gK�	GK�	tK�	!�K �

���
1

3

s
gK��GK��tK��!�K

�

��
1
3

q
g0�K

s�M2 � iM��s�
; (32)

where g0K�� �
��
3
2

q
�D0 � F0� and g0�K �

��
3
2

q
�F0 �D0� are

the couplings of K1�1400� to the K�� and �K channels
by using the same SU(3) symmetry arguments for the
K1�1400� resonance. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient��

2
3

q
��

��
1
3

q
� again accounts for isospin projection. It is also

worth stressing that if the previous equation is particular-

ized to the case of only two channels, K�� and �K, it
would be equivalent to Eq. (19).

Using these relations, we have refitted the WA3 data by
assumingD real, F complex,D0 and F0 complex, given the
arbitrariness of a global phase. The results are shown in
Fig. 7.

It is seen that they in general resemble those obtained
with two channels. The difference is mostly seen in the
contribution of K1�1400� in different channels. This can be
understood because the K�	, !K, 
K channels start to
contribute at higher energies and thus distort the K1�1400�
contribution seen in Fig. 3. The above analysis showed that
(i) the most important channels are K�� and �K; (ii) the
SU(3) relations assume that the production vertices are due
to pure octet operators. Nevertheless, we find this assump-
tion quite reliable since the K1’s resonances of the quark
model are SU(3) octets. (iii) The analysis must be under-
stood as providing support for our findings and conclusions
with only the two channels K�� and �K.

 

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 3, but the theoretical fit is obtained by including all the five channels: 
K, !K, �K, K�	, and K��.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the present work, we have made a theoretical study of
the possible experimental manifestation of the double pole
structure of the K1�1270�, predicted in a previous work
using the techniques of the chiral unitary approach to
implement unitarity in the vector-pseudoscalar meson in-
teraction. The model obtains two poles in the I � 1=2, S �
1, vector-pseudoscalar scattering amplitudes which can be
assigned to two K1�1270� resonances. One pole is at
	1200 MeV with a width of 	250 MeV and the other is
at 	1280 MeV with a width of 	150 MeV. The lower
pole couples more to the K�� channel and the higher pole
couples dominantly to the �K channel. Different reaction
mechanisms may prefer different channels and thus this
explains the different invariant mass distributions seen in
various experiments. We have analyzed the WA3 data on
the K�p! K�����p reaction since it is the most con-
clusive and high-statistics experiment quoted in the PDG
on the K1�1270� resonance. Our model obtains a good
description of the WA3 data both for the K�� and �K final
state channels. In our model, the peak in the K�� mass
distribution around the 1270 MeV region is a superposition
of the two poles, but in the K�� channel the lower pole
dominates and in the �K channel the higher pole gives the
biggest contribution. It is worth stressing that the physical
properties quoted in the PDG obtained from the WA3 data
analysis rely, obviously, upon considering only one pole
for the K1�1270�. These data have long been interpreted by
assuming either a substantial Gaussian background or uni-
tarized Deck background. While the Gaussian background
method is purely empirical, we have shown that the Deck
background method seems to suffer from instability and
critical destructive interferences. In contrast, and as we
mentioned above, the data can be explained in simpler
terms by our model, where every peak corresponds to
resonances. Of course, this fact, although desirable, is not
a physical requirement and more data should be analyzed
to finally distinguish between our proposal, with two poles
making up the K1�1270� resonance, and that with only one
pole.

On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that in the
literature, the K1�1270� and the K1�1400� resonances have
always been considered as a mixture of the two corre-
sponding SU(3) eigenstates. The mixing is defined by a
mixing angle �K. The value of this angle has been under
extensive study for many years but no consensus has yet
been reached. Recent studies seem to favor a value of
	60� (see Refs. [38,39] for a short review). An interesting
issue, however, has been raised by the BES study of
charmonium decays to axial-vector plus pseudoscalar me-
sons. In  �2s� decay, they found the  �2s� ! K1�1400� �K
branching fraction is smaller than that for the  �2s� !
K1�1270� �K by at least a factor of 3. To accommodate
this, one needs a mixing angle of �K < 29�. While in the
J= decay, the J= ! K1�1400� �K branching fraction is
larger than the upper limit for the J= ! K1�1270� �K
mode. This would require a mixing angle of �K > 48�.
As a possible future application of our framework, these
two different values for the mixing angle could be possibly
explained if one assumes that in the  �2s� and J= decays,
one actually sees the different two poles of the K1�1270�
that we are referring to in this work. As the two poles
would mix differently with the K1�1400�, they would give
rise to different values for the mixing angles. In this sense,
more high-statistics data of  �2s� and J= decay would be
very helpful to test the above assumption.
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